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We use our specification discovery tool [1] to discover the specification for
java.util.ArrayList. Given the discovered specification, our algebraic specifica-
tion interpreter [2] provides a rapid prototype of the java.util.ArrayList class.
We debug the prototype (and therefore the specification) by using it within
a BibTeX parser; this involves completing the discovered specification by ad-
dressing the warning messages printed by the specification interpreter. We
report on the incremental changes made to the discovered specification. We
also discuss how our specification discovery tool can be improved to increase
its effectiveness in providing a good starting point for a complete and correct
specification.
1 Specification Discovery
We ran our specification discovery tool [1] on the java.util.ArrayList class from Sun’s
JDK 1.4.2 02. This took 22 minutes on a Pentium 2.4 Ghz, 2 GB of RAM, SuSE Linux
9.0. The discovery tool came up with 146 algebraic axioms.
1.1 Commenting out unsupported axioms
In a first step, we remove 76 axioms for two reasons: (i) Even though we do not support
arrays in our interpreter or our specification discovery tool, the discovery tool still dis-
covers 42 axioms containing arrays. (ii) 75 of the discovered axioms contain references
to particular objects. For example:
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forall x0:ArrayList (Axiom 5)1
getClass(x0).retval==java.lang.Class@31789152
This axiom says that whenever we use the getClass operation on an arbitrary ArrayList
object, we get the same Class object as a result. However, this object is specific to the
run of the specification discovery tool and can thus not be used by the interpreter.
70 axioms which our interpreter understands remain.
The number of axioms axioms that we have to remove is higher than we expected.
However, we find that there are some remedies that we consider to implement in the
future. For example, supporting conditional axioms in the discovery tool would allow
us to remove many redundancies. In particular, we find 30 axioms where it would be




could be generalized into




thereby eliminating other axioms that say the same with different object constants.
1.2 Algebraic Interpretation
We use our algebraic interpreter to simulate the ArrayList class and the corresponding
Iterator interface for a client application. For this case study, our client application is
a BibTeX parser written in Java 2. We chose this client application because it is not
dependent on libraries other than the Java standard libraries, uses collection classes, and
we were familiar with the code.
We run the interpreter with the following command line arguments:
instrumentation targets: This parameter specifies which classes in the client application
(i.e. the simulation client in Figure 1) should be modified so that references to
simulation subjects (in this case java.util.ArrayList) are replaced with references to
simulation stubs (in this case SIMSTUB java.util.ArrayList). We choose all client
classes.
client entry point: This parameter specifies the class of the simulation client which con-
tains the public static void main(String[]) method that is the entry point for execu-
tion. In our case, the entry point is the class bibtex.Main.
1Axioms in this document are numbered according to the full specification given in the appendix
2Available at http://www-plan.cs.colorado.edu/henkel/stuff/javabib/.
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Figure 1: Architecture of our system
specification file: The specification in our algebraic specification language.
trace output file: The output file name for the rewriting trace.
Since we have specified simulation subjects (actual implementations of the specifica-
tion), the application executes successfully and behaves as usual. However, we also find
that there is a warning message in the output (shortened for clarity), which indicates
that our specification is incomplete.
Warning 1 bibtex.dom.BibtexFile.printBibtex(), line92:
Algebraic Interpreter failed to compute a value.
term = iterator(add(...,bibtex.dom.BibtexEntry@7245716).state).retval
Before printing the warning message, the interpreter successfully computes the return
values of the boolean add(Object) method when the array list is constructed by the client
application. By studying the rewriting trace file, we find out that the interpreter used
the rewriting rule
forall l:ArrayList forall o:Object (Axiom 81)
add(l,o).retval==true
which was in the set of discovered axioms.
As an alternative for examining the rewriting trace, we developed a little user interface
for the rewriting engine as shown in Fig. 2. Using the drop down menu at the top of the
window, the user selects which rewriting computation to view. Below, a tree view of a is
shown in which each term has been derived from its parent by using one rewriting step.
When a user selects a term in the tree view, the axiom that has been used to generate
that term from its parent is displayed in the text area at the bottom of the window.
The warning message (Warning 1) in the interpreter output means that the interpreter
had no way to compute the return value of the iterator function. Since Iterator is not in
the simulation set, the interpreter tried to compute a return value by rewriting. But the
return value is really a new object with a new state. Thus, we edit the specification file
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Figure 2: User interface for rewriting engine.
to add Iterator to the simulation set. This means that instead of trying to compute the
value, the interpreter will create a new simulation stub instance for the iterator and use
the term that was contained in Warning 1 as its state. Warning 1 disappears, but many
new warnings appear, since the interpreter now also tries to interpret the hasNext() and
next() operations that the client performs on the iterator. The first warning is as follows.
Warning 2 bibtex.dom.BibtexFile.printBibtex(), line92:
Algebraic Interpreter failed to compute a value.
term = hasNext(iterator(add(...,bibtex.dom.BibtexEntry@9715140).state).retval).retval
We add the following axiom, which takes care of it.
forall x1:ArrayList forall x2:Object (Axiom 147)
hasNext(iterator(add(x1,x2).state).retval).retval
== true
This axiom was not discovered by our specification discovery tool since it contains a
return value computation inside the term on the left side. In order to discover axioms
such as this, we need to extend our term generation component in the discovery tool:
At this point, the state terms that are generated by the term generator involve only
one algebra. In Axiom 147, the state of the Iterator is expressed by the return value
of the observer function iterator() of ArrayList. Fixing this should be relatively straight
forward.
Warning 3 bibtex.dom.BibtexFile.printBibtex(), line93:
Algebraic Interpreter failed to compute a value.
term = next(hasNext(iterator(...).retval).state).retval
In other words, we need to compute the next element for the iterator which is really
the first element of the linked list.
We add the axiom
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forall l:ArrayList (Axiom 148)
next(iterator(l).retval).retval == get(l,0).retval
There is already an axiom in the discovered specification that will help us to compute
the first element of the linked list:
forall x0:Object (Axiom 124)
get(add(newArrayList().state,x0).state,0).retval == x0
However, this axiom is not enough, since we need to do two more things: (i) we need to
eliminate hasNext from the term, so that Axiom 148 can be used. (ii) we ned to move
the get(l,0).retval inside the term, so that Axiom 124 can be used.
To achieve (i), we can use the following axiom:
forall it:Iterator hasNext(it).state==it (Axiom 149)
Similarly to Axiom 147, which we discussed above, this axiom can be discovered if we
fix our term generator.
To achieve (ii), we can use
forall l:ArrayList forall o1:Object forall o2:Object (Axiom 150)
get(add(add(l,o1).state,o2).state,0).retval
==get(add(l,o1).state,0).retval
This is a nice solution because we can get by without using conditional axioms. This
axiom could have been discovered if we had chosen larger term sizes and waited a little
longer for the results of the specification discovery process.
The additions up to and including Axiom 150 eliminate Warning 3.
At this point, the first warning we encounter is:
Warning 4 bibtex.dom.BibtexFile.printBibtex(), line92:
Algebraic Interpreter failed to compute a value.
term = hasNext(next(iterator(...).retval).state).retval
We have specified what hasNext does already, but we need to create a situation in which
Axiom 147 can be applied. In other words, we need to eliminate the next operation in
the term. So the question is, what kind of state does next compute? next moves over
the list step by step, so one intuition would be that the state (as far as the iterator is
concerned) is equivalent to a state in which the first element in the list has been removed.
So we should be able to get away with:
forall l:ArrayList (Axiom 151a)
next(iterator(l).retval).state
==iterator(remove0(l,0).state).retval
Unfortunately, the left side of this axiom has a term size of 3 while the right size of this
axiom has a term size of 4. This means that our rewriting strategy will not consider
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rewriting using this axiom from left to right. We could change the rewriting strategy,
but it would have a global effect on our system (and it won’t be an option to a user
I guess). One way to still achieve the same effect that the axiom above is trying to
achieve is to introduce a “hidden method”, which does not correspond to a method in
the datatype we want to model:
hidden method removeFirst is <java.util.ArrayList: void removeFirst()>
We can now rephrase the axiom as
forall l:ArrayList (Axiom 151)
next(iterator(l).retval).state
==iterator(removeFirst(l).state).retval
Additionally, we need to make sure that removeFirst propagates in direction of the
constructor of ArrayList and we need to specify the base case:
forall l:ArrayList (Axiom 152)
forall o1:Object forall o2:Object
removeFirst(add(add(l,o1).state,o2).state).state
==add(removeFirst(add(l,o1).state).state,o2).state
forall o:Object (Axiom 153)
removeFirst(add(ArrayList().state,o).state).state
==ArrayList().state
Notice that Axiom 153 is a trivial variation of the following base case axiom for get,
which was discovered by the specification discovery tool:
forall x0:Object (Axiom 126)
remove0(add(ArrayList().state,x0).state,0).state
== ArrayList().state
The fact that we have to introduce the hidden function removeFirst is unfortunate,
especially since the specification discovery tool could have helped us otherwise - both
with the base case in Axiom 126 and also (if we had used larger term sizes) with a
variation of Axiom 152.
Maybe it was not such a good decision to rely on term sizes (or any similar function
of a term) for deciding in which way axioms can be used as rewriting rules. If the user
was allowed to simply specify the direction of a rewriting rule, he could have used the
original version of the Axiom 151a. Given we implement the fixes for the term generator,
Axiom 151a can be discovered, too. To make better use of the discovery tool, we are
planning to reimplement our interpreter with a more flexible scheme, for example, axioms
that use => instead of == are rewritten from left to right, no matter how term sizes
change. Axioms with == use the term size metric (or other termination functions).
This is the only term for which interpretation still fails:
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bibtex.dom.BibtexFile.printBibtex(), line92:
Algebraic Interpreter failed to compute a value.
term = hasNext(next(...iterator(add(...).state).retval).state).retval
Why does it fail? The number of add and next operations is equal. This means that
we are asking for hasNext of an empty array list. This axiom takes care of it:
hasNext(iterator(ArrayList().state).retval).retval==false (Axiom 154)
Again, similarly to Axiom 147 and Axiom 149, this axiom could be discovered if we fix
our term generator as described above.
No more warning messages.
2 Summary
We find that our algebraic specification discovery tool was useful in this particular case
study. While we came across a number of limitations within our discovery tool, it seems
that all of the limitations are relatively straight forward to address, and none are general
limitations of our technique.
The following table shows how the improvements proposed in this text impact which
axioms can be discovered. To discover an axiom, one has to implement all improve-
ments marked with ×. “larger term sizes for generator” only involves changing the
configuration.
Improvement 81 124 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154
larger term sizes for generator × ×
term generation across alge-
bra boundaries
× × × × ×
different rewriting strategy × × ×
For this case study, introducing conditional axioms will significantly reduce the number
of axioms discovered.
We are currently conducting additional studies that will help us in determining which
improvements are needed to make the discovery tool more effective.
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Appendix: Specification
specification ArrayListSpecification
class ArrayList is java.util.ArrayList
class Object is java.lang.Object
class Iterator is java.util.Iterator
method hashCode is <java.util.AbstractList: int hashCode()>
method addAll0 is <java.util.ArrayList: boolean addAll(int,java.util.Collection)>
method listIterator is <java.util.AbstractList: java.util.ListIterator listIterator()>
method indexOf is <java.util.ArrayList: int indexOf(java.lang.Object)>
method getClass is <java.lang.Object: java.lang.Class getClass()>
method get is <java.util.ArrayList: java.lang.Object get(int)>
method toString is <java.util.AbstractCollection: java.lang.String toString()>
method ArrayList is <java.util.ArrayList: void <init>()>
method toArray is <java.util.ArrayList: java.lang.Object[] toArray()>
method clone is <java.util.ArrayList: java.lang.Object clone()>
method add0 is <java.util.ArrayList: void add(int,java.lang.Object)>
method containsAll is <java.util.AbstractCollection: boolean containsAll(java.util.Collection)>
method retainAll is <java.util.AbstractCollection: boolean retainAll(java.util.Collection)>
method ensureCapacity is <java.util.ArrayList: void ensureCapacity(int)>
method listIterator0 is <java.util.AbstractList: java.util.ListIterator listIterator(int)>
method addAll is <java.util.ArrayList: boolean addAll(java.util.Collection)>
method clear is <java.util.ArrayList: void clear()>
method lastIndexOf is <java.util.ArrayList: int lastIndexOf(java.lang.Object)>
method size is <java.util.ArrayList: int size()>
method trimToSize is <java.util.ArrayList: void trimToSize()>
method add is <java.util.ArrayList: boolean add(java.lang.Object)>
method isEmpty is <java.util.ArrayList: boolean isEmpty()>
method contains is <java.util.ArrayList: boolean contains(java.lang.Object)>
method removeAll is <java.util.AbstractCollection: boolean removeAll(java.util.Collection)>
method subList is <java.util.AbstractList: java.util.List subList(int,int)>
method remove0 is <java.util.ArrayList: java.lang.Object remove(int)>
method remove is <java.util.AbstractCollection: boolean remove(java.lang.Object)>
method ArrayList0 is <java.util.ArrayList: void <init>(int)>
method toArray0 is <java.util.ArrayList: java.lang.Object[] toArray(java.lang.Object[])>
method iterator is <java.util.AbstractList: java.util.Iterator iterator()>
method intPlus is <edu.colorado.cs.heureka.terms.model.StaticOperators: int intPlus(int,int)>
method ArrayList1 is <java.util.ArrayList: void <init>(java.util.Collection)>
method equals is <java.util.AbstractList: boolean equals(java.lang.Object)>
method hasNext is <java.util.Iterator: boolean hasNext()>
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== x0
// ===[18]======================




































































































// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// == [LObject;@14156733
// ===[41]======================
// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// ===[47]======================
// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constantaxiom





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constantaxiom





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
// Reason for commenting out: arrays are not supported by interpreter
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// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
// Reason for commenting out: arrays are not supported by interpreter
// axiom
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// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant






// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// == false
// ===[100]======================
// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// == false
// ===[107]======================
// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// == −1
// ===[114]======================
// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant





// Reason for commenting out: axiom contains object constant
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// Added by user
axiom
hasNext(iterator(ArrayList().state).retval).retval==false
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